Introduction
Rough surface contact in a tribological process involves frictional heating and thermoelastic deformations. Isothermal asperity contact modeling without considering temperature effects is the first step towards understanding the mechanical process of tribological contacts with and without considering the effect of sliding frictions ͓1-6͔. Thermoelastic analyses of smooth-surface contacts or single asperity contacts ͓7-10͔ have indicated the importance of thermal analyses to contact studies. Authors' review of rough-surface contact simulations and analyses ͓11͔ suggested that there is a lack of thermal-mechanical modeling of rough surfaces in contact. In such a modeling process the asperity contact, heat generation, and transfer due to asperity interaction and thermoelasticity, as well as asperity yield should be integrated to describe the behavior of contact between real rough surfaces.
Recently the authors have developed a two-dimensional finite element method ͑FEM͒-based thermal-mechanical asperity contact model that takes into account steady-state heat transfer and the asperity distortion caused by temperature variations in the contact of rough surfaces with digitized asperity profiles ͓12,13͔. The perfectly plastic behavior of materials was considered. The analyses performed using this model reveal that the frictional heat can cause asperities to grow and that the contact pressure, real contact area, and the subsurface stresses are different from those analyzed with an isothermal asperity contact model. However, representing engineering surfaces with a two-dimensional ͑2-D͒ topography sometimes may introduce significant simplification. Huang and Ju ͓14͔ pointed out that 2-D thermoelasticity could hardly produce the truth for three-dimensional ͑3-D͒ contact. It is necessary to extend the modeling idea into 3-D asperity contact analyses, and the authors realized that the 3-D thermal-mechanical asperity contact problem involves a more complicated model description and more numerical difficulties.
Reported in this paper are the development of a 3-D thermalmechanical asperity contact model and the description of the solution method. The finite-element method ͑FEM͒, fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒, and conjugate gradient method ͑CGM͒ are used as the solution methods. FEM is employed to generate the coefficients needed by FFT with the advantages that the model can be used for general material structures with particular thermoelastic constraints, while FFT has been proven efficient in contact simulations ͓15-22͔. The iteration scheme based on the conjugate gradient method ͑CGM͒ developed recently seems to be an efficient technique. CGM-based iteration procedures have been combined with the FFT calculation and used in isothermal asperity contact models ͓17-19͔. In the present research, the iteration scheme presented by Polonsky and Keer ͓19͔ is extended to 3-D thermalmechanical asperity contact problems and the discrete convolution-FFT ͑DC-FFT͒ algorithm described by Liu et al. ͓22͔ is applied. The normal deformation, contact pressure, and the temperature rise in the contact process are the major problems to solve. Because the frictional shear contributes little to the contact load ͓23͔, its effects on the normal deformation and contact pressure are neglected in the current work for simplicity.
Model Formulation
2.1 Problem Description. When two infinitely large elastic bodies with nominally flat surfaces are in contact, the surface of each of these bodies is subject to a combined action of contact pressure and interfacial friction. Figure 1 illustrates such a body with a top surface, ⍀, that includes a computational surface region, ⍀ S , and an infinitely large boundary surface, ⍀ B . ⍀ and ⍀ B encircle the solid region, ⌺, that receives the heat input from the top surface ⍀. This body may have layers on the surface, or a composite structure formed by the mixture of at least two different materials.
Simulating the thermal-mechanical performance of the infinitely large surfaces in contact by a finite computational domain is one of the major problems to be solved. The 2-D model utilized periodic extension of the digitized rough surface profile ͓12͔. However, this technique can hardly be applied to the 3-D model due to the difficulty in determining the 3-D thermal-mechanical boundaries between the computational domain and the extensions. Lee and Cheng's reverse deformation method ͓24͔ can help resolve this problem. A reverse elastic deformation should be applied to the undeformed surface so that the deformed surface is a part of the half plane under an applied pressure, and a reverse thermal deformation can be applied similarly so that the thermally deformed surface is a part of the same half plane due to the corresponding surface heat flux. Thus, the thermoelastic contact of the computational surface is a portion of the entire plane under contact.
The rough surface of the body may be digitized with the assistance of a 3-D surface measurement instrument. Figures 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ are digitized real rough surfaces. The contact between the two elastic bodies may be simply described as a rough-elastic surface in contact with a smooth-rigid one. Figure 2͑c͒ presents the contact and deformation of an asperity of the rough surface subject to a normal load and frictional heating, under which the asperity should experience an elastic depression, u i j P , along the pressure direction and a thermal expansion, u i j t , in the opposite direction. For any surface point (i, j)⍀ S , where ⍀ S includes contact regions, ⍀ C , the thermal-mechanical contact conditions can be expressed as
where s i j is the initial separation, ␣ the rigid-body approach, F i j the contact load at the nodal point, and F 0 the total applied normal load. In Eqs. ͑1͒, the elastic and thermal deformations can be expressed as
where A iϪk, jϪl P and A iϪk, jϪl t are known as the elastic and thermal influence coefficients, respectively, and Q f , the heat factor, is the heat input in a unit area under a unit pressure. A iϪk, jϪl P ͑or A iϪk, jϪl t ͒ means the elastic ͑or thermal͒ deformation at node ͑i, j͒ due to a unit load acted at node ͑k, l͒.
The load-displacement relations for the thermal-mechanical contact in matrix forms are
where A p and A t are the elastic and thermal influence matrices, u p and u t the elastic and thermal displacement vectors, and F the load vector.
The upper limit of the asperity contact pressure is set to be the pressure corresponding to the hardness of the softer material, which is referred to as the perfectly plastic behavior of the material.
Once the contact nodal loads are determined by some means, such as the iteration technique that will be discussed later, the temperature rise at the surface can be evaluated in a form similar to Eqs. ͑2͒:
where t iϪk, jϪl are the temperature influence coefficients for the temperature rise at the surface.
Heat Transfer in Asperity Contact.
The governing equation and boundary conditions for the steady-state heat transfer can be expressed as follows: 
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At a surface location ͑i, j͒, the heat flux is linearly proportional to the contact pressure, p i j , over a differential area ⌬A i j , or to the surface nodal force, F i j :
A reverse deformation was applied to the undeformed surface so that the deformed surface is a part of the half plan under the applied pressure. However, ⍀ S is the heat-receiving surface region, while the other surface area was made adiabatic.
3 Solution Methods 3.1 Influence Matrix for Temperature Rise at Surface. Using the Galerkin method, the heat transfer problem of Eq. ͑6͒ can be expressed on the basis of an element as
where (K t ) e is the elemental stiffness matrix for temperature, T e the elemental nodal temperature vector, and q e the elemental surface heat-flux vector. Substituting the matrix form of Eq. ͑7͒ into Eq. ͑8͒ results in
By considering Eq. ͑5͒, the overall equation for the temperature can be assembled from Eq. ͑9͒ in the form of
When applying a unit load at ͑k, l͒ on the surface, the temperature influence coefficients t iϪk, jϪl of Eq. ͑5͒ can be taken from Eq. ͑10͒ as
where I kl is a unit vector whose elements are all zero except the one related to point ͑k, l͒, which equals one.
Influence Matrices of Thermal and Elastic Deformations.
The solution to the thermal and elastic deformations requires a great amount of computation. Using the influence function method, the solution of the deformations can be simplified into the summation operations shown in Eqs. ͑2͒. The elastic influence coefficients A iϪk, jϪl P of Eq. ͑2a͒ has been widely used in the contact problems and can be solved directly with an analytical method ͑e.g., Love's formulation ͓25͔͒, or by a numerical technique ͑e.g., FEM͒. Wang and Liu ͓13͔ derived a FEM formulation for the thermal influence coefficients for 2-D thermal-mechanical asperity contact, which can be extended to 3-D problems.
With the assistance of N i , the shape function of the element, T i e , the temperature of node i of the element, , the coefficient of expansion, and ␦ i j , the Kronecker delta, the temperature rise and thermal strain ͑or eigenstrain͒ at a Gauss point, ( g , g , g ), of an element may be expressed as follows:
where m is the total nodal points in one element. According to Hooke's law, the thermal stresses corresponding to g 0 should be
where D is the elasticity matrix. The equivalent nodal forces at any point, (x i ,y i ,z i ), in accordance with the thermal stresses are
Equation ͑15͒ may be solved by Gauss integration, and the overall thermal load F t can be calculated through assembling the elemental thermal loads. After the overall load is known and considering Eqs. ͑10͒-͑15͒, the thermal deformation is evaluated by
Because the thermal deformation is proportional to the surface load, only the thermal influence coefficient, A iϪk, jϪl t , at a node, ͑i, j͒, on the surface are needed and they can be picked out from Eq. ͑16͒ and assembled as follows:
where ͕ū kl t ͖ i j is the thermal deformation at node point ͑i, j͒ of surface when a unit load is applied at node ͑k, l͒.
The DC-FFT Algorithm.
Although the use of the influence function method to calculate the thermal-mechanical deformation and temperature rise significantly reduces the computational work, the matrix multiplication in Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑5͒ is still very time consuming. The convolution nature of linear elasticity directly facilitates the application of the FFT technology through a discrete convolution theorem. For transversely isotropic materials, such as one with a layered structure, the FFT technique should be applicable to improve the computational efficiency. The FFT solution to thermal-mechanical problems requires the application of discrete convolution and FFT by using the DC-FFT method described by Liu et al. ͓22͔ , where the linear convolution is discretely converted into cyclic convolution. Because the influence coefficients are known through FEM, the numerical process should use the DC-FFT/influence coefficient/FEM path ͓22͔. With this path the solution is very accurate without further computation error beyond discretization.
After zero padding and using wrap-around order ͓26͔, the matrices of influence coefficients, A and t, become A and t, respectively. The matrix of contact loads, F becomes F after zero padding alone. In this paper, all of the matrices in the italic font have 4M N (M NϭM ϫN) elements. According to the discrete convolution theorem, applications of the discrete Fourier transform to both sides of Eqs. ͑3͒-͑5͒ yield
The nodal deformation, u, and temperature rise, T, are then recovered from û and T by the inverse FFT, respectively,
It should be noticed that the right-hand sides in Eqs. ͑19͒ are truncated by discarding the values in domain (Ω s ϪΩ s ), where Ω s is the domain after zero padding and wrap-round order, and has 4MN elements again. After the trunction, the remaining part will be set to the left-hand side of the equation. The combined number of arithmetic multiplication required for the FFT-based computation for MN deformations, or temperature rise values, is O (4MN log 2 4MN ).
CGM-based Iteration Scheme.
The temperature rise due to heating will induce asperity growth, which will in turn change the pressure distribution and therefore, the temperature distribution. A duel-loop iteration scheme is necessary to solve the contact problem stated by Eq. ͑1͒. Unlike the isothermal contact problems, in which the rigid-body approach ␣ is larger than zero, thermal-mechanical contact problems may encounter a negative value of ␣ if the thermal deformation is large because thermal and elastic deformations are in exactly opposite directions. Wang and Liu ͓13͔ solved 2-D thermal-mechanical asperity contact problems by calculating the elastic deformation in the first loop, and then the thermal deformation was computed in a second loop that was designed to modify the surface separations in order to avoid the negative rigid-body approach. This method is further improved by utilizing Polonsky-Keer's CGM-based iteration scheme ͓19͔. This CGM-based scheme is used to determine the real area of contact and the contact nodal loads in conjunction with the FFT-based computation of the convolutions.
The second loop was controlled for the overall convergence at a relative accuracy of 10 Ϫ4 . The elastic-perfectly-plastic property of asperity contacts is considered in the present iteration scheme by enforcing the inequality F i j рF y on each iteration step, where F y is the yield normal point load corresponding to the hardness of the softer material in the contact.
Surface Discretization and Verifications
A sufficiently large cuboidal domain may be established from the body described in Fig. 1 and used to calculate the elastic, thermal, and temperature influence coefficients. Due to the geometric symmetry only 1/4 of such domain is necessary, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3 by the cube ABCDEFGH. L B in Fig. 3 should be so determined that the boundary is far away from the computation domain and can be considered as fixed for elasticity and with a constant temperature for heat transfer. The domain defined by L x ϫL y ϫL B within ABCDEFGH is the effective computation domain for contact analyses and its surface should be discretized into a mesh of M ϫN node points, with M ϭ128, Nϭ128. In the current work, a simple cubic finite-element mesh was used to computer the influence coefficient. The cube ABCDEFGH contains 166,464 eight-node solid elements and 187,690 nodes. The adiabatic condition defined by Eqs. ͑6͒ was applied to faces ABFE, ADHE, and ABCD, and a constant temperature ͑0°C͒ was assigned to the other faces.
Both the grid test and comparison with existing solutions were performed to verify the numerical model. The final grid density was determined when error caused by grid changes is less than 1.5 percent. The temperature rise caused by a circular and uniform heat input was compared with the analytical solution for the same problem ͓27͔ and the error is less than 2.5 percent. The thermoelastic deformation due to the same heat input as mentioned above was compared with Barber's analytical solution ͓23͔ and the maximum error was only 2.4 percent. These errors are due to the FEM discretization and the approximation of the heat sources with rectangular grids.
Results and Discussion
A typical carbon steel ͑Young's modulus: 200 GPa, Poisson's ratio: 0.3, thermal expansion coefficient: 11.7 m/mK, thermal conductivity: 50.2 W/mK, and yield strength 600 MPa͒ was studied as the elastic body to view the effect of frictional heating on unlubricated asperity contact. Surfaces with isotropic and longitudinal asperity orientations were studied with the 3-D thermalmechanical asperity contact model. The heat factor, Q f ϭ␤ f V, was used as an indicator of the strength of frictional heating. For the cases of ␤ϭ1 the product of f V may range from 0 to 0.15, without encountering the asperity thermal instability problem. The computation was performed on a HP 5000 workstation. Contact pressure, temperature rise, and asperity contact areas were calculated and the results are presented in Figs. 4-7.
Result Comparison. Calculation results were compared with Lee and Ren's model for the pressure-gap relation ͓1͔, as shown in Figures 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ , with satisfactory agreement. Figure 4͑c͒ compares the calculation results from the current 3-D model with those from the previous 2-D model ͓22͔ by using a 2-D surface formed through sweeping a cross section of the longitudinal surface shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . Both models yield the same results for the isothermal analyses and similar curves for the thermal-mechanical cases with the same amount of heat input indicated by Q f ϭ0.1. Asperity Growth. A direct consequence of frictional heating of the contacting asperities is their growth as a result of thermal deformation. Figures 5 and 6 present the contact behavior of the rough surface having the isotropic asperity orientation shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ when it was numerically loaded under the same average pressure pϭ0.149HB with and without the heating. The overall nondimensional average gap, h , is about 0.539 for the deformed surface shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ without considering the frictional heating. It increases to 0.601 after being deformed under the thermomechanical condition Q f ϭ0.1 m/s, as shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ , and further increases to 0.690 when Q f ϭ0.13 m/s, as shown in Fig.  6͑d͒ , indicating an increase in asperity height as a result of thermal expansion. The asperities subject to stronger heat input, such as the spots marked by ''A'' corresponding to the higher temperature peaks shown in Figs. 6͑c͒ and 6͑f ͒, experience larger growth as suggested by the increased pressure peaks there. As a result of the growth of these asperities, some of the lightly loaded asperities, or the asperities with lower temperature, which were in con- Fig. 3 The domain, ABCDEFGH, for influence coefficient computation and the domain for surface contact computation tact when the heat input was zero, might become shorter than the increased gap. They may be no longer active in the contact or still active but with reduced contact involvement, such as the spots marked by ''B'' in Figs. 5 and 6 . Some of the pressure spikes corresponding to ''B,'' which are clearly shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ , disappear from Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑e͒. Uneven asperity growth is expected with respect to the uneven loading and heating of contacting asperities. The higher the asperity contact pressure, the higher the temperature, the larger the thermoelastic deformation there. Figures 6͑d͒-6͑f ͒ present the unevenly deformed surface, the distributed pressure, and temperature. This uneven asperity heating could be the initiation of thermal instability problems and may be the reason for hot-spot formation that is responsible for localized failure or severe wear.
Effect of Frictional Heating on Contact Pressure and Contact Area. The average contact pressure and the average gap are two very important parameters in tribology because the former determines the load supported by asperities and the latter indicates the degree of contact severity. Knowing the gap-pressure relation also prepares the current analysis to be a part of future mixed lubrication where the pressure-gap relation is referred to as the pressure-film thickness relation. Figure 7͑a͒ compares the nondimensional pressure-gap relationship for a digitized rough surface ͑Fig. 1͑a͒͒ under different heat inputs, where P ϭp /HB is the average pressure normalized by material hardness, h ϭh T / is the average gap over RMS roughness, and Q f ϭ0 is for the isothermal condition. Due to the heat-induced asperity growth, a higher contact pressure is needed to deform the asperities to the same average gap as that for the unheated rough surface. At a given average gap, the increase in heat input produces an increase in the contact pressure. On the other hand for a given pressure, higher frictional heat should result in a larger average gap. Figure 7͑a͒ reveals that difference in pressure at the same average gap increases with the amount of heat input. Furthermore, the frictional heating has influence on the asperity contact area. The maximum difference in the contact area-pressure relation with and without heating is about 20-30 percent ͑Fig. 7͑b͒͒ for the case studied. The asperity growth increases the contact areas of the heavily loaded asperities but reduces those associated with the lightly loaded ones, resulting in contact area reduction.
Asperity Growth and its Possible Influence on Junction
Growth and Wear. Analyzing the contact pressure and asperity variation is a key step to quantifying the microscale junctions between mating surfaces and the wear of materials. The asperity growth due to thermoelastic deformation directly affects the asperity pressure and the real asperity contact area. Increasing the amount of frictional heat flux causes the asperity-contact area to increase, indicating that more asperities are involved in contact. The uneven loading due to the growth of the asperities under higher temperature causes these asperities to grow further and results in the microjunction associated with these asperities to expend further. The research by Obara and Kato ͓28͔ manifested that thermal distortion due to frictional heating contributes to the uneven wear of composites, and the larger the frictional heat flux, the more severe the uneven wear. Although wear is complicated and influenced by many interfacial phenomena, such as lubrication, the wear-debris formation, and asperity fatigue-crack development, the thermomechanical analysis should be able to provide the needs information of asperity interaction in terms of the deformed surface, asperity contact area, asperity contact pressure, and asperity temperature. However, it should be pointed out that the current model is for steady-state heat transfer and should only be applied to the cases with Q f Ͻ0.15.
Conclusions
A three-dimensional thermomechanical asperity contact model has been developed, which takes into account a steady-state heat transfer and asperity distortion due to thermoelastic deformation. The finite-element method ͑FEM͒, fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒, and conjugate gradient method ͑CGM͒ are used as the solution methods. The numerical analyses on rough surface contacts indicate that frictional heating can cause asperities to grow. At a given average gap, the increase in heat input produces an increase in the contact pressure. On the other hand, for a given pressure, higher frictional heat should result in a larger average gap. The difference in pressure at the same average gap increases with the amount of heat input. The analyses also indicate that the uneven Greek letters x , y ϭ Autocorrelation lengths in x and y direction, mm ϭ RMS roughness, mm, m ϭ Thermal expansion coefficient, mm/mK ␤ ϭ Heat partition coefficient in Q f ϭ Poisson's ratios of target material ␣ ϭ Rigid-body approach, mm ⍀ ϭ Boundary surface
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